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Abstract. Classical formulations of data-assimilation perform poorly when forecast locations of weather systems are displaced from their observations. They
compensate position errors by adjusting amplitudes, which can produce unacceptably “distorted” states. Motivated by cyclones, in earlier work we show a
new method for handling position and amplitude errors using a single variational
objective. The solution could be used with either ensemble or deterministic methods. In this paper, extension of this work in two directions is reported. First, the
methodology is extended to multivariate fields commonly used in models, thus
making this method readily applicable. Second, an application of this methodology to rainfall modeling is presented.

1 Introduction
Environmental data assimilation is the methodology for combining imperfect model
predictions with uncertain data in a way that acknowledges their respective uncertainties. It plays a fundamental role in DDDAS. However, data assimilation can only work
when the estimation process properly represents all sources of error. The difficulties
created by improperly represented error are particularly apparent in mesoscale meteorological phenomena such as thunderstorms, squall-lines, hurricanes, precipitation, and
fronts. Errors in mesoscale models can arise in many ways but they often manifest themselves as errors in the position. We typically cannot attribute position error to a single or
even a small number of sources and it is likely that the position errors are the aggregate
result of errors in parameter values, initial conditions, boundary conditions and others.
In the context of cyclones operational forecasters resort to ad hoc procedures such as
bogussing [4] . A more sophisticated alternative is to use data assimilation methods. Unfortunately, sequential [10], ensemble-based [9] and variational [12,3] state estimation
methods used in data assimilation applications adjust amplitudes to deal with position
error. Adjusting amplitudes doesn’t really fix position error, and instead, can produce
unacceptably distorted estimates.
In earlier work [16], we show how the values predicted at model grid points can be
adjusted in amplitude and moved in space in order to achieve a better fit to observations.
The solution is general and applies equally well to meteorological, oceanographic, and
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hydrological applications. It involves solving two equations, in sequence, described as
follows:
Let X = X(r) = {X[rT1 ] . . . X[rTm ]} be the model-state vector defined over a spatially discretized computational grid Ω, and rT = {r i = (xi , yi )T , i ∈ Ω} be the
position indices. Similarly, let q be a vector of displacements. That is, qT = {qi =
(Δxi , Δyi )T , i ∈ Ω}, and X(r − q) represents displacement of X by q. The displacement field q is real-valued, so X(r − q) must be evaluated by interpolation if
necessary.
We wish to find (X, q) that has the maximum a posteriori probability in the distribution P (X, q|Y ), where Y is the observation vector. Using Bayes rule we obtain
P (X, q|Y ) ∝ P (Y |X, q)P (X|q)P (q). Assume a linear observation model with uncorrelated noise in space and time, the component densities to be Gaussian and the
displacement field solution is smooth and non-divergent. Then, the following EulerLagrange equations are obtained and solved sequentially.
1) Alignment. Define p = r − q and the alignment equation is then written at each
grid node i as:


w1 ∇2 q i + w2 ∇(∇ · q i ) + ∇X T |p H T R−1 (H [X (p)] − Y ) i = 0
(1)
Equation 1 introduces a forcing based on the residual between fields. The constraints
on the displacement field allow the forcing to propagate to a consistent solution. Equation 1 is non-linear, and is solved iteratively.
2) Amplitude Adjustment: The aligned field X(p̂) is used in the second step for a
classical Kalman update:
X̂(p̂) = X(p̂) + BQ̂ H T (HBQ̂ H T + R)−1 (Y − H X(p̂))

(2)

The covariance BQ̂ is computed after alignment. It can be estimated using ensembles
(when each has been aligned), or any method that would otherwise be used on the
field X.

2 Multivariate Formulation
To be applicable in practice, the field alignment algorithm must be extended to the multivariate case, including vector fields. As an example, consider 2D fields (3D-fields can
be handled analogously), say two components of velocity and pressure. Now partition
the state X and observations Y into component fields, P, U, V for pressure. To align X
to Y , we constrain individual fields to have the same displacements. Displacing vector
fields, however, involves the Jacobian of the deformation ( when the wind field rotates, both the coordinate and wind-field components rotate). Therefore, if ψ is a scalar
function undergoing a deformation ψ(r − q), then the gradient vector field undergoes
a transformation that is expressed as (∇q)T ∇ψ|r−q . We introduce, therefore, for the
wind velocity components, the variables Ũ , Ṽ , defined as
 
 
Ui
Ũi
T
= (∇q i )
(3)
Vi
Ṽi
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The field alignment equation now looks as follows:


w1 ∇2 q i + w2 ∇(∇ · q i ) + [∇P T |r−q HP T RP−1 (HP P (r − q) − YP ) i

−1
HU Ũ (r − q) − YU
+ [∇Ũ T |r−q HU T RU

+ [∇Ṽ T |r−q HV T RV−1 HV Ṽ (r − q) − YV

i

=0
i

Here R is the observation noise covariance, HP , HU , HV are the observation operators,and YU , YV , YP are the component fields of the observation vector. We demonstrate
the use of the 2-step method on multivariate fields next.
Example: An example is now demonstrated using pressure and velocity. Figures 1 contain “filled” iso-contour plots of state fields. The first guess fields shown down the first
column is rotated by 40o from truth (shown in second column). Measurements are made
at every 5th pixel on truth, marked in white dots or black crosses in third column. There
is an amplitude error of a multiplicative factor 1.1, the observational noise, 30% of
peak amplitude in pressure, and 7% in velocity components, i.i.d. The background error covariance (modeled isotropic, see [16] for flow dependent results) in this example
is substantially more uncertain than the observational uncertainty.
The fourth column of Figure 1 depicts the analysis of 3DVAR-only for pressure
and velocity components. The pressure and velocity fields are clearly “smeared”. In
contrast, the rightmost column of Figure 1 depicts a much better analysis when field
alignment is used as the preprocessing step to 3DVAR. Note that the first guess and
observations fed to 3DVAR-only and field alignment algorithm is the same.
In Figure 2, using the nonlinear balance equation, we compare the analyzed and diagnosed pressure fields to study how well-balanced alignment is. Result: the alignment
followed by 3DVAR preserves the balance to a far greater degree than 3DVAR alone,
see Figure 2.
Figure 3 compares analysis and balance errors for various cases of sparsity. The xaxis of the left panel depicts sparsity; 1 implies every location was observed, 10 implies
every 10th location was observed. The y-axis represents normalized error, normalized
by the maximum pressure differential. The left panel’s bar charts contain filled bars
comparing the analyzed pressure vs. truth, using open bars for 3DVAR and closed ones
for field alignment followed by 3DVAR. We can see that as the observations get more
sparse, 3DVAR performance degrades more sharply than a field alignment preprocessed
version.
The right panel of Figure 3 compares the analyzed and diagnosed pressure, with
the x-axis representing sparsity and the y-axis, normalized error. The differences rise
sharply for 3DVAR-only and, in fact, after about a sparsity of 6 pixels, 3DVAR-only
breaks down. The analysis does not compensate for position error and this is clearly seen
in the analysis errors shown in the right panel corresponding to this case. Therefore,
although the diagnosed and analyzed pressure fields in 3DVAR-only find themselves
in good agreement, they are quite far away from the truth! In contrast, compensating
position error using field alignment yields analysis and balance errors that are much
smaller. They do grow, but much more slowly as function of observational sparsity.
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Fig. 1. The left column of panels is the first guess, the second column truth, the third shows observations, taken at indicated locations, the fourth shows 3DVAR-only analysis and the rightmost
shows field alignment followed by 3DVAR with identical truth, first guess and observations. The
top row corresponds to pressure, the second row to U component of velocity and the third column
is the V component.

3DVAR Analyzed Pressure

3DVAR Diagnosed Pressure

FA+3DVAR Analyzed Pressure

FA+3DVAR Diagnosed Pressure

Fig. 2. This figure depicts a comparison of balance between 3DVAR and our approach. The analyzed and diagnosed 3DVAR pressures (top two panels) are substantially different than the corresponding pressure fields using 3DVAR after alignment.

3 Application to Velocimetry
In contrast to hurricanes, we apply the methodology to rainfall modeling. Rainfall
models broadly fall into two categories. The first is a meteorological or the quantitative precipitation forecasting model, such as Mesoscale Model (MM5) [2], the stepmountain Eta coordinate model [1], and the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System
(RAMS) [5], etc. The second type is the spatiotemporal stochastic rainfall model. It
aims to summarize the spatial and temporal characteristics of rainfall by a small set of
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Fig. 3. The x-axis of these graphs represents sparsity. The y-axis of the left panel shows the normalized error between the analyzed pressure and truth, and the right panel shows the normalized
error between analyzed and diagnosed pressure. The filled bars depict the 3DVAR-only case, and
the open bars are for field alignment followed by 3DVAR.

Fig. 4. CIMSS Winds derived from GOES data at 2006-04-06-09Z (left) and pressure (right). The
velocity vectors are sparse and contain significant divergence.

parameters [6]. This type of model usually simulates the birth and decay of rain-cells
and evolve them through space and time using simple physical descriptions. Despite
significant differences among these rainfall models, the concept of propagating rainfall
through space and time are relatively similar.
The major ingredient required to advect rainfall is a velocity field. Large spatial-scale
(synoptic) winds are inappropriate for this purpose for a variety of reasons. Ironically,
synoptic observations can be sparse to be used directly and although synoptic-scale
wind analyses produced from them (and models) do produce dense spatial estimates,
such estimates often do not contain variability at the meso-scales of interest. The motion
of mesoscale convective activity is a natural source for velocimetry. Indeed, there exist
products that deduce “winds” by estimating the motion of temperature, vapor and other
fields evolving in time [7,8].
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Fig. 5. Deriving velocimetry information from satellite observations, Nexrad (top), GOES (bottom). See text for more information.
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In this paper, we present an algorithm for velocimetry from observed motion from
satellite observations such as GOES, AMSU, TRMM, or radar data such as NOWRAD.
This is obtained by the direct application of equation 1 to two time separated images.
This approach provides marked improvement over other methods in conventional use. In
contrast to correlation based approaches used for deriving velocity from GOES imagery,
the displacement fields are dense, quality control is implicit, and higher-order and smallscale deformations can be easily handled. In contrast with optic-flow algorithms [13,11],
we can produce solutions at large separations of mesoscale features, at large time-steps
or where the deformation is rapidly evolving. A detailed discussion is presented in [15].
Example: The performance of this algorithm is illustrated in a velocimetry computation. To compare, we use CIMSS wind-data satellite data [8], depicted in Figure 4
obtained from CIMSS analysis on 2006-06-04 at 09Z. CIMSS wind-data is shown over
the US great plains, and were obtained from the sounder. The red dots indicate the original location of the data. The left subplot shows wind speed (in degree/hr). The right
ones show pressure, and the location of raw measurements in red.
It can be seen in the map in Figure 4 that the operational method to produce winds
generate sparse vectors and, further, has substantial divergence. Considering the lengthscales, this isn’t turbulence and wind vectors are more likely the result of weak quality
control. A more detailed discussion is presented in [15].
In contrast, our method produces dense flow fields, and quality control is implicit
from regularization constraints. Figure 5(a,b) shows a pair of NOWRAD images at
2006-06-01-0800Z and 2006-06-01-0900Z respectively, and the computed flow field in
Figure 5(c). Similarly, Figure 5(d,e,f) show the GOES images and velocity from the
same time frame over the deep convective rainfall region in the Great Plains example.
The velocities are in good agreement with CIMSS derived winds where magnitudes
are concerned, but the flow-fields are smooth and visual confirmation of the alignment
provides convincing evidence that they are correct.

4 Discussion and Conclusions
The joint position-amplitude assimilation approach is applicable to fields with coherent
structures. Thus, problems in reservoir modeling, convection, rainfall modeling, tracking the ocean and atmosphere will benefit. The solution to the assimilation objective
can be computed efficiently in two steps: diffeomorphic alignment followed by amplitude adjustment. This solution allows ready use with existing methods, making it an
attractive option for operational practice.
The alignment formulation does not require features to be identified. This is a significant advantage in sparse observations when features cannot be clearly delineated. The
alignment formulation can be extended easily to multivariate fields and can be used for
a variety of velocimetry problems including particle image velocimetry, velocity from
tracer-transport, and velocity from GOES and other satellite data. In relation to GOES,
our approach implicitly provides quality control in terms of smoothness, and produces
dense displacement fields.
To complete this body of work on position-amplitude estimation, we are conducting
research in the following directions:
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1. We recently demonstrated [14] that an ensemble filter can be developed when both
observations and states have position and amplitude error. This situation occurs in
the context of rainfall models, where both satellite derived rain cells and model
forecast cells contain position and amplitude error.
2. The position-amplitude smoother: We develop an optimal fixed-interval and
fixed-lag ensemble smoother [17]. Our results show that fixed-interval ensemble
smoothing is linear in the interval and fixed-lag is independent of lag length. We
are extending this smoother to the position-amplitude problem.
3. New constraints: The smoothness constraint has been observed to provide weak
control in certain problems. In ongoing work, we have reformulated the alignment
problem using a spectral constraint on the deformation field.
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